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My family’s holiday plans, like those of
so many others, fell apart when the lights
went out and the temperature started
falling inside our midtown Toronto home
in late December 2013. As a police officer,
EMS worker and emergency management
officer, I have often been on the responder
side of this situation and can assure you
that predicting an accurate end time and
date to such an incident is impossible.
I realize that 24 hours of inconvenience
is one thing, four days or more without
power in sub-zero temperature requires
a whole different strategy. Because of the
scattered nature of the power disruptions
in our area, we were able to bundle up and
slide across ice covered sidewalks into the
lovely warm comfort of neighbourhood
restaurants for hot beverages and meals.
An entire city without power would have
been much worse.
And I’ll come clean now and admit that after
three chilly days, the Paterson family and
our holiday guests transferred food, parcels
and pets into the car and headed a few
hours north to our small cottage where a
wood burning stove (modern and certified)
and plenty of electricity allowed Christmas
plans to continue in cramped comfort.
The bottom line of this story is that at some
point we must all consider abandoning ship
and staying at friends, relatives, shelters,
etc. Even perfect emergency preparation
will keep you in reasonable health for
only so long. Considerations such as age,
health, social support, alternative shelter
options, and transportation should all help
to guide your decision.

What worked well during the first three
days of the blackout of December 2013:
72 hour emergency kit: Everyone
marvelled that the essentials were
all packed nicely into a handy bag.
Naturally, I used this opportunity to
make a friendly reminder that the
items contained in the blue bag did
not fall together coincidentally, but
were intentionally placed together
years ago and were occasionally
refreshed. (See “Being Prepared
for an Emergency” for contents
of your 72 hour emergency kit.)
Natural gas fireplace: Our family room gas
fireplace kept that room comfortable and
would have saved us from freezing if forced
to shelter in place for a week or more. This
model requires no electricity to ignite or
vent. I’ll never be without one.
Heating a little water: This was possible with a
fondue pot and fuel canister. Please remember that
any type of flame like this must be closely watched
and used sparingly.
Camp style candle holder: From our 72 hour
emergency kit. With a supply of short candles, the
flame is secured inside a small glass/metal globe that
is not easily tipped, radiates more light and a little
extra heat. These holders allow candles to be used
more effectively and with a margin of safety.
Sleeping bags: Reasonably comfortable
sleeping was possible even in the colder rooms
of the house when sleeping bags and toques
were pressed into service. Fatigue can be
a big deal as the interruption to power
drags on; some rest will go a long way.
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Here’s what else worked during the blackout of December 2013:
Keeping doors closed: Seems
simple but we did see people
standing in the open threshold
while precious interior warmth
escaped. In or out? Make up your
mind! Same goes for the fridge
and freezer doors.

Portable crank radio: What a
valuable device. It kept us informed,
boosted morale and powered up
every cell /smart phone in the house.
A crank radio / power cord can be
lifesaving during an extended crisis.
All this for about $40.00.

Salvaging food while
you can: When news
updates indicate three or
four days of winter power
interruption, get the food
outside and into the cold
yard or balcony.

Plenty of canned /
jarred goods: We could
have survived for a week
or two on canned fish,
bottled water, condensed
milk, etc. It’s nice to
stock up when you can.

Ice salt / melter:
Slipping up and
down the darkened
driveway was quite
risky and we avoided
serious injury by
tossing the salt around.

Vehicles fuelled up: This is
normally a minor consideration,
but this blackout was a reminder
that having at least a half tank
of fuel in severe weather can
provide a driving range that
may make the difference.

Shutting down / evacuating the residence
News updates including correct utility advice should be followed here, but when we left the house
to head for the cottage, here’s what I did: turned off the water below the toilets then flushed a
few times, left two taps dripping, checked to make sure all switches were off and appliances were
unplugged. Then we locked the door and left. Upon return a few days later, everything was fine.
In some cases further steps could be required, such as draining plumbing - water tanks and water
softeners etc. It’s best to check with manufacturers and local utility suppliers.

“Don’t gamble with your safety.
The stakes are too high.”
Retired Police Sergeant Bob Paterson works together with
The McLennan Group Insurance Inc. to develop practical
safety tips to help protect Canadians 50-plus.
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